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The meeting was called to order at ~.15 ~.m.

PROGRAMME II,{PLEMENTATION (agenda item 4) (continued)

(a) ANNUAL REPORT OF Tim AD~INISTRATOR (DP/423 and Add.l, 439~ 460, 461~ 462,
465 and Corr.l, 439)

(b) EVALUATION (DP/437 and Corr.1, 448, 452, 453, 456)

(c) INVESTMENT FOLLOW-UP (DP/442, 472, 479 and Corr.1)

(e) ASSISTANCE TO NATIONAL LIBEP~TION }IOVE~NTS t~COG~IZED BY OAU (D2/467 and Corr.1)

(f) UNITED NATIONS DECADE FOR TP~d{SPORT AND CO~CNiCATIONS IN AFRICA (DP/459 and
Corr.l)

(g) INTERNATIONAL CO-OPERATIVE ACTION IN SUPPORT OF THE }~l DEL PLATA PLAt~ OF
ACTION (DP/474)

(h) STA~DA1KDIZATION OF DEVELOPINENT CO-OPERATION PROCEDURES (DP/468)

PROGRAMHE PLANNING AND PREPARATION FOR THE THIRD PROGRJ/,®£ING CYCLE (agenda item 5)

(continued)

(a) I°REPARATION FOR Tim T}T1-RD I~OGttA~4}{ING CYCLE, 1982-1986 (DP/45t and Corr.1, 496)
(continued)

I. Mr. VOUTOV (Observer for Bulgaria) sa±d that his delegation had been impressed
by the progress achieved in 1979. The 25.5 per cent increase in field programme
expenditures reflected the Administration’s efforts ~o achieve operational
iml~rovements.

2. It had also noted with satisfaction the modest progress made towards implementing
the "new dimensions" policies. The volume of government-e~ecuted projects was still
insignificant~ but an encouraging start had been made. Some delegations had spoken
in favour of broadening those activities~ and in that connexion he informed the
Council that his country had undert~{en the execution of a project.

3. The increase of 28 per cent in the number of experts from developing countries
serving on UNDP-financed projects in 1979 was also commendable. However, much
remained to be done in that regard, and the share of the socialist countries in UNDP
field activities was still far from sufficient.

4. Referring ~o the data used by UNDP for percaD~GNP in determining individual
country IPFs~ he said his delegation had been surprised at the figure given by the
International BarA~ for Resettlement and Development for Bulgariarsper~GNP.
That figure differed greatly from the Bulgarian national statistics~ as well as from
the data contained in the United Nations Statistical Yearboo]_i~ ~ C}~A statistic:s and
the data published by other United Nations eoonom_~c organiz~tions. Those discrepancies
could partly be ascribed to differences in methodolog~r, but in Bulgaria’s case
figure was so far wide of the mai~ that his delegation believed tl~at a technical
had been made~ which should be corrected. It was prepared to place the necessary
data a~ the Council’s disposal if required.



5 IJith rece~d to the establiol’ment of individual country IPFs for i982-1986, his
cation fully supported the allocation of 80 per cent of total programming resources

%o countries with a per 9_s:pit ~ GNP below ~!~,500. It also endorsed remarks of previous
sDeskers concerning the universal and the voluntary mature of the Programme~ and
agreed that IPFs Should be retained for all recipient countries dmring," the tl~ird ;
programming,’ cy01e. It fully supported the views e<pressed by the representative of

Ecuador on behalf of the group of i,atin-.American countries~ as well as those of the
represen~s~tives fro::~ Idexico and Greece.

6, imy diminution or cut-off of country !P.P,s would make it difficult to complete
on-going projects which were t0 continue durin~ %he next cycle~ stud would also
jeopardize the global_ results e~<pected from U~? inputs and actiwities durin~ previous
cycles. For countries with a low ~~its___ G]~P, i~cluding if~hanistan~ UI\~P
~mot~’~’-~nce was of vital importance: and shy cut-off~ for whatever reason, was
unacceptable. His delegation attached great importance to all country IPFs being
retained for the next period~ since many of the projects in the current Bulgarian
co<retry programme were of interest not only to the national economy~ but to %he
countries of the re@ion and also to developing countries. Those projects included a
centre for foot anti mou%]~ disease control which aimed at ests?olishing a barrier in

t~at would prevent an outbreak of the disease in Europe, Because of itsBulgaria ~
str$,tegic position~ Bulgaria hacl a very important role %o play in that respect. The
project had recently been launched with a small amount of the country’s !PF~ and the
Government had allocate@ considerable funds for the purpose. F~"O had expressed the
~,Tiew that Bulgaria ought to allocate a much greater amount to the project from its IPF
’in the period l°SO 7c~S~

7. The problem of new energy resources and maximum utilization of conventional
resources ~as becomin~’ ~ery acute. The small-scale projects in Bulgaria’s country
programme included the establishment Of a laboratory for new technology in low-calorie

.-.
c, n’

coal utilization~ ~,~}~ich had obtainecl encouraging results. The oe mot Advisers to ECE
Concernments on Science and TechnoloEo~ and the ECE Coal Committee had shown great
interest in the project and recommendations had been made for fur%]~er development of
%he laboratory in order to provide for participation by all interested countries. His
delegation considere(] that that project also deserved Ui{DP support during the.next
programming cycle.

oo. With respect to the alternatives for individual country IPFs in the period

1992-1986, ~ " ...... .~.mo delegation supported alternative I in sn~ table 2 in document DP/4°6~
which reflected the draft decision of tT~ recipient countries. Although its adoption
would mean a substantial reduction in Ii~Fs, in real terms~ it woul~, cover the most
urgent needs of the country progrsmmes.

9. k~ith regard to the issue of net contributor status~ Bulgaria had always endeavoured
con~r~ouo~ons in accordance ~,~ith its possioi!ities. Table 5to increase its voluntary = -’~ ~-~

in document DP/496 showed that the average annual increase in its contributior~in
I~77-!9,90 had been 17 per cent. That trend would be maintained in the future. The

suggestion made by some delegations that. countries in a position to do so should become
net contributors by the beginning of the n,e~t cycle was not realistic, His delega’tion
fully s~pported the Greek representative’s sug~:~stion for a gradual move towards t.hat
status.

I0. His delecation did not a~ee with the sug~stion that all contributions should be
made in convertible or readily usable currency~ for that ram. counter to the voluntary
nature of the Programme and would create serious difficulties for a number of countries.

¯ I] .,It mmg~.% even prevent some countries from making ,~ contribution %o UI<UP. His
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delectation did not in fact thin!~ that any currency was unusable. E~perience had
that all countries’ contributions could be effectively utilized if there were a
will to do so on the part of U]<DP~ the executing agencies and Governments concerned.
His own country ]~-d achieved encouraging results in that re~pect in a very short
period, e_ud he hoped that that trend would continue. ]~oreover, s country’s objective
in making a voluntary contribution ~,~as twofo!d~ to con[.ribute to the Prou,orramme’s
resources s~ud %o participate in ULrDp activities in rendering teclinics! assistance. If
the participation of all countries in technical assistance were ensured~ there would
be no problem in utilizing any country’s currency.

Ii. He reiterated his country’s support for UiTDP activities and his C~,~ernment’s
appreciation of the fruitful co-operation with U_~DP~ especially the assistance
rendered by the European Bureau of U!UDP~ to which tI"c successful implementation of
Bulgaria’s country programme was largely due.

12. Hr. SUZUKI (Japan) said that at its current session, the Council had to explore
new ways not only of mobilizing the further resources needed for essential projects in
the third pr%T~ramming cycle~ but also of m~cing the best use of the over-all resources
avai!able~ taking into account present international econolt~ic difficulties. His
delegation therefore endorsed the Administrator’s conclusions in document D~/496 thsJt
there should be a greater response to the Council’s appeals for selected recipient
countries to move towards net contributor status and that @Tearer emphasis should be
given to low-income countries in the sharing of total country IPF resources. Those
measures would also contribute to tlhe promotion of the developing countries’
commendable efforts towards self-reli~ce end increased co-operation among themselves.

13. His Government had fully supported tile Council’s decision concerning an annual
increase of 14 per cent in contributions during the second programming cycle~ i bs
contributions had in fact been well above that level during the previous four years.
It would probably be unrealistic, however, to cotmt on the same rate of annual c_rowth
during the third cycle~ in view of the general economic difficulties anticipated in
the ne~t fe~ years. Y L would perhaps be more appropriate to aim at maintaining a
continuous increase in real terms above the ~evem of the second cycle. H±s
delegation belie~ d that that could be a< ieved by a contir-~ ~d commitment on the part
of contributing countries and by tT’_e gradual introduotion of the met contributor
eoncept.

, 14. Turning to the report of the Intergovernmentai Study Group on Future Financing
of the Programme (DP/451)~ he said that the arrangements %o be worked out for
implementing the concept of voluntary burden-sharing, which his delegation supported,
should be based on universal acceptance of that concept by the contributing countries~
However~ because of the Japanese budgetary system, his Government ~ould find it
difficult %o accept multi-year pledging, which it also feared might prove to be
counter~productive, as multi-year commitments might tend to be more conservative than
annual pledge s.

15. His Government nevertheless still firmly supported the role of Ul~ as the central
funding and co=ordinating agency in the field of tecl~ice, l co-operation in the
United Nations development system~ and had decided to contribute the sum of
$41 million in 1980, representing a 17.4 per cent increase over the previous year. It
would in addition contribute a further [[{I t~il!ion to the United Nations Cs;pital
Development Fund ~ which in Japan’ s opinion~ deserved greater support~ since it placed
maximum reliance on recipient Governments in the execution of projects designed to
mobi!ize community efforts end to help the poor increase their productivity.



16. His Government n~d followed, with great interest the development of the integrated
o~lleved that there was a need for improvementssystems improvement project, since it "~ "

in pro~amming stud msmagement systems in order to achieve greater operational
effectiveness in dealing with matters of ever-increasing co~plexity. His delegation
had Welcomed the progress reported in that regard in documents DP/448 and DP/454, and
hoped that the Various evaluation projec%~ proposed would be completed in time for %he
commencement of the third programming cycle so. that the: findings couid be translated
into improved programme design and imPlementation. "Care Should, however, be tsken to
ensure that such prbjects did not merely contribute further refinements to the ever-
increasing literature on evaluation methodology.

i7. His Government attached great importan6e to increased assistance in exploring
energy resources in developing countries~, and believed that the Administrator’s new
proposal in document DP/430 deserved Serious consideration, In order to avoid further
proliferation of funds as well as the administrative ~smd operational delays which the
estsJolishment of a new fund would entail; i~is Government suge~ested that the proposed
exploration and pre-investment surveys should be financed by the United Nations

. ¯ :~Ju. $1%hougi~ it believed that the termsRevolving FUnd for Natural Resources Explor~.~lon. ’ ~’~
of reference of the Revolving Fund were already wide enough for that purpose, the
matter should be studied at the ¯meeting of governmental experts to review the Fund’s
operations, to be held in September 1980. The Governing’ Council could tsdce a final¯

decision at its next session, on the basis of that stoAy, and the operation could
start immediately thereafter. His delegation wished to continue ’ close consultations
with ~.i delegations regarding that important new venture at the current session so
that the Council could give a clear guidance to the Administrator.

!8. l lr. DROTODININGRAT (Indonesia) said that, although the over-all trend of UI,~]P’s
activities was favourab!e, there ~i{as still staple room for improvement. Perhaps the
most disquieting matter was the perermial dilemma of too msmy technical assistance
needs chasing too few availsble resources. The frequently expressed support for the
consensus on the New International Economic Order had yet to be translated into the
action needed for its effective implementation at the operational level. His
delegation therefore looked for~.Tard with ~om.s,rded optimism to the special Session of
the General Assembly in August 1980 and to the launcl]ing of the new international
development strate~j sad the Global round of ne{otiations.

19. Despite %he inadequate structural framework within which UI,[DP had to operate,
his delegation noted with satisfaction the progress bein~ made in giving effect to
resolutions of the Governing Council and the General b~sembly. Especially noteworthy
were the assumptiom by government co-ordination bodies of the lead role in selecting
projects, the increased commitment of resources to agriculture and the greater
emphasis on an effective tripartite system. With regard~to the tripartite system,
his delegation wholeheartedly agreed with the it]ministration that participation by

.Ul
Governments. UI~P field offices and executing a~ncies served to increase ~,ne lead
role of Governments snlenhance continuous progrsm~min~. It also supported the
recommendation that new projects should be identified and formulated as programme
implementation moved forward. Such continuous programming s:_ou±d enable Governments
to ensure that technicsl co-operation activities were more responsive to changing
development needs at the country _level.



20. Similarly, measures to increase the collective role of the developing countries
in intercountry programmes at the regional and subregiona! levels were to be
commended, In particular, the revised consultative process initiated in 1979 should
prove effective in ensurins a more cen{ra! role for the collective involvement of
Governments. In that com]exion also, th~ fact that one-thi2-d of the interregional
iPFs had already oeen a!iocated for support of the New International Economic Order
and that a wide-rangingprogramme stressing economic co-operation among developing
countries had been formulated jointly by UNDP and UNCTAD lent credence %o UR~P’s
policy of reor6entin~ i@s operational, technical co-0peration activities along lines
compatible with the establishment of that Order.

21. The "new dimensions" policy had inevitably encountered the human resources
problem in many developing countries. However,: the promulgation in 1979 of revised
instructions re@arding the use of nationals of those countries demonstrated that
UNDP ~ms not evading the question. The special unit for TCDC within U}~P had also
done much to promote collective self-reliance and evidence of its comnitment to that
policy was provided by the substantial studies it had prepared for the recent
high-level meeting On TCDC, together Wi$h its encouragement of the orientation of
national focal points and national staff in 9he principles and activities of TCDC.

22. Indonesia attached great importance to the participation of women in development
and therefore welcomed the action-oriented assessment of rural women’s participation
in development in 1979, Summarized in document DP/455.

25. His delegation confirmed the position it had adopted at the Council’s Special
}{eeting concerning preparatioi{ for the third programming ~cyc±e. It had then made
the following three points: firstly, that an average annual growth rate of 14 per cent
in voluntary contributions %o the U.L~UD2 programme must be achieved if the programme
was to grow in real terms; secondly, that the basic criteria of per capita GNP and
population £ze should be retained for the third cycle, as ~Jell a’s, in princ±ple, the
general methods adopted for their application~, and third!y~ that there should be a
reasonable shift of resource allocation towards the countries in greatest need of
tee]mica! co-operat±on financing, which would not necessarily mean the exclusion of
any country from the Programme.

24. His delegation had been among the first to support the common position of
the recipient countries, it was of course prepared to discuss any su~ces%ion that
would md~e the recipient countries’ proposal even more widely acceptable, but would
prefer not to jeopardize the very delicate balance reflected in that proposal.

25. His delegation would not offer any comments on the Interim ~nd for Science
and Technology for Development, not because of any lack of interest, but because the
subject was currently being ~ ........ ~ by the ,! °~-~ -,~ ~ ~o] .... "~
Technology for Development in New Yo~c.

26. }~. O~REJCEK (Czechoslovakia) said that his delegation recognized the need
for a further shift in the distribution o£ resources to the least developed among
the developin~ countries and supported that trend in U]’~2’s, activities~ which should
be based on an over-all increase in UITDP’s resources. The future strength and
effectiveness o2 the Programme largely depended on maintenance of its basic
principles - universal and voluntary participation in rendering and receiving
technical assistance.



27. UNDP provided one possible opening for the utilization of funds saved by
reducing expenditure on armaments. His delegation had welcomed the stalement made
by the Administrator at the special Session of the General Assembly devoted to
disarmament in 1978 , and hoped t]~%t the UNDP representative would make asimilar
statement at the special session on disarmament in 1981 ~ listing the specific
national, regional and global projects that could be implemented with the savings
achieved by reducing expenditure on srmaments.

28. Czechoslovakia appreciated the assistance extended by UNDP to national
liberation movements in Africa recognized by OAU. It also supported the special
assistance granted to Nicaragua and the claim of the Government of Afghanistan for
technical and financial assistance.

29. Czechoslov~<ia was convinced that the immense problems confronting the
developing countries could be solved only by c0rrect planning procedures and would
Welcome an increase in the number of projects aimed at strengthening planning
activities in those countries. Planned industrial development was indispensable if
developing countries were to overcome their difficulties and Czechoslovakia
therefore recommended that U~P assistance should place greater emphasis on the
industrialization of developing countries, particularly on the expansion of the
public and State sector, whichwas a guarantee of independent development.

50. Technical assistance for the development of agriculture, forestry and food
supplies should give more attention to the establishment of agricultural co-operatives,
one of the new democratic forms of land ownership which secured a better exploitation
of the soil, thus contributing to the solution of the food problems of developing
countries.

51, Czechoslovakia recommended that UNDP should make more scientific studies of
future trends in world economic and scientific development and should use such
studies in recommending priorities for national~ regional and global development
projects.

52. Since no development could take place without the necessary trained staffi
training courses should be a major part of all teelmical assistance.

53. Czechoslovakia would like to increase its voluntary contributions to UNDP in
Czechoslovak national currency, but could not do so while there was still an
accumulation of those contributions in UNDP. In order to utilize those accumulated
funds, the Czechoslovak Government had decided in 1978 that all Czechoslovak services
provided under any form of UNDP technical assistance could be fully covered by
Czechoslovak[ voluntary contributions to UNDP, even if Czechoslovakia were to incur
expenditure in freely convertible currencies in providing those services. In
November 1979, negotiations had taken place in New York on an agreement between
Czechoslovak Airlines (CSA) and UNDP on the financing from Czechoslovak voluntary
contributions of travel on CSA flights by participants in training courses financed
by UNDP, as well as by experts and U~P officers. The UNDP administration had agreed
in substance with the text of the draft agreement submitted by Czechoslovakia, but~
in spite of repeated reminders, it had not yet transmitted its observations, that had
led to the cancellation of a seminar on forest industries that was to have been in
Czechoslovakia in 1980 ~ and other courses were similarly threatened. If UNDP made
greater use of Czechoslovak services for technical assistance to developing countries
and if the agreement between CSA and UNDP was sigmed without delay, the accumulated
Czechoslov~ contributions would be rapidly exhausted~ thus enabling Czechoslovakia
to increase its contributions to the Programme.



54. l’{r. RA]KBissooN (Trinidad and To b ago) said that his delegation supported the
Administrator’s appeal for an annual average increase of at lesst 14 per cent in
voluntary contributions as a target for th~ third cycle, in that respect, the
Council had already heard some ratherd~our~g!n~ " news from some of the traditional
donor countries of UNDB. His deiegationts hope that the unarzuably great need of the

s, "Cdeveloping countries ~o_ technical co-operation assistance in the 1980s would
continue to be met through the resources made available to Ub~P. For many developing
countries~ the provision of asubstantial volume of multilateral technical assistance
was a vital p~rt of the implementation of a new international development strateg%r
and almost a sine qua non for the ach{evement of their development goals and
targets.

55. The basis on which those resources were distributed was therefore of great
significance. At the Council’s twenty-sixth session~ t~ree main factors governing
the allocation of national IPFs had been identified, namely the country’s population,
its per capita G~{P~ and supplementary criteria relating to its special development
characteristics. At that session his delegation had pointed out that the
disproportionate[emphasis placed on the first two factors tended t0 discriminate
against small ctuntries. A good illustration was provided by the Caribbean region~.
where %he islands had rather small populations and ~er capita Ol’~s ~,~hich did not
place %hem in the category of least developed countries, However, the economies of
those islands ~.~ere based, not on a firm industrial foundation, but largely on
agricultural exports and tourism, with their attendant uncertainties. Small countries
and particularly small island developing countries faced problems of a peculiar kind
and needed to offset these disadvantages.

56. In the 1970 consensus~ it had been agreed that at least 82 per cent of the net
resources available each year would be allocated to country programming and at most
18 per cen%~ to inter-country programming. During the second cycle those proportfons
had been 80.55 and 19.65 per cent respectively, In ~’ebruary 1980 , the recipient
countries of UNDP, in a consensus decision~ had agreed that 81 per cent of net
resources should be allocated to country programming and 19 per cent to inter-country
programming. The calculations presented in document DP/496 were based on those figures
and, notwithstanding the gradual erosion in the total resources being made available
for country programming, his delegation could support that ratio.

57. The same document also set forth the underlyin~ philosophy that the greater
share of the resources available for country programming should go to co,in,ties with
a per capita GNP of ~i500 or less. The delegation of Trinidad ~nd T0bago had ah~ays
supported the need¯ for special assistance %o such countries and was in agreement:with
the idea on which the calculations presented in the document were based. I~ would,
ho~¢ever, like to stress %he need for other developin~ countries to continue to
receive as’sis,ante from UNDP at a level no less than they had done in the past. One

of the distinguishing characteristics of U}YDP had been its Universality. Tl~t was
why his delegation could not support the so-called cut-off principle, which would
have the effect of excluding certain countries from the Programme.



58. During the consideration of the country progr~mle of Trinidad and Tobaco at
the last session, it had been pointed out~ as an indication of the ~q~ortance which
the cotu~iry attached to UICDP, that its cost-sharing contributions for the
period 1979-1981 had exceeded the ~F resources available to the count~j. In 1978
and 1979, Trinida ,~ and Tobago had increased its contribution by 15 per cent, whereas
its IPF for the current and the previous cycles had remained fixed. It was now
faced with the prospect of having its ZPF for the third cycle cut by 20 per cent.
In view of the serious erosion in the real value of the dollar resulting from
inflation, %o allocate to a c0tu~try in 1982 a nominal IPF smlounting to 80 per cent
of the 1972 fibre was tantamotu~t to providing that co~uqtry with approxJmmtely
one third of the assistance that it had received in the earlier year.
0onse¢~ently~ his delegation would like to reaffimn its support for maintenance
of the floor principle at I00 per cent and to request the Administrator %o continue
his efforts to ensure that no country should receive a national ~F for the third
cycle that was less than its ~F for the second cycle.

39. There was no direct relationship be%Jeen a cottntry’s per caoita GIFP and
population and its ability to participate in technical assistance schemes. As the
representative of Ecuador had pointed out in a statement made on beh~If of the
Latin 7mlerican group members of the Council, the effect of reducin6 the IPFs of
countries with a per capita G}[P above a certain level seemed to be to penalize
those coquetries which were making strenuous efforts to help themselves.

40. IIis delegation recognized the difficult position of the UIFDP A(hministration
in reconciling the seemingly conflicting considerations that were involved, but
was confident that it was not beyond the Ac]ministration’s in~enuiiy, with a little
good will and flexibili~j on the part of all concerned, to resolve the matter
amicably to the satisfaction of all.

41. Mr. VUITIBOBO (Fiji) said he hoped that the draft decision submitted by the
group of the recipient countries concerning the distribution of resources for the
coming progrannning cycle would form the basis on which the Council ul%imateiy made
its decision, together with the detailed analysis and alternatives contained in
8ocument DP/496.

42. His delegation had no quarrel with the argument that the bulk of multilateral
aid should go to the countries with the lowest per caDita income but hoped that the
continuing needs of the middle-income g~oup~ particularly the island developing
countries~ would be borne in mind. The misleading nature of per capita income as
the basic criterion for detenilining cotultrZr IPFs was illustrated by statistics in
the ],/orld Bank Atlas for 1979. Per capita income for five island gmoups in the
South Pacific had been shown as ranging from 81,440 for his own country to 87,400
for American Samoa. Anyone no{ fs/~iliar with the re@ion would conclude that those
islands did not re¢91ire any aid. On closer examination, however~ it would be found
that four out of the five were dePendent territories whose economies were
intiumtely linked with those of the metropolitan Powers; i~o had substantial
military establishments and very little else; one was the worid~s third largest
producer of nickel but most of the returns went to expatriate workers and most of
the profits were also expatriated; a fourth received a wide r@ngD of official
social assistance from its a/hninistering ~ Power. Moreover, the component islands
of many of those ootuntries were separated by irmnense distances, and the few
agricultural co~nodities they produced were affected by price fluctuations and
remoteness from their markets. Althou~h some of those island States appeared to
have made considerable progress~ it would be prudent for the Council %o keep in



mind their hig’h vulnerabili~r to the vicissitudes of the world’s econol~v and to
natural disasters. He therefore hoped that it would not merely adopt a flexible
approach but would also show a measure of sensitivity towards the middle-income
g~oup.

43. A comparison between current ~Fs and expenditure would give the Council some
idea of probable developments in the third cycle. In that connexion~ he wondered
if the Council was reasonably confident that $l~e proposed shift in the allocation
of resources would not involve certain risks. For instance~ if the aid allocated
to the least developed cow, tries in the third cycle was not used within the
prescribed period~ it might provide the major donors with a legitimate pretext
for suggesting that the allocation should be reduced. It was to be hoped that the
Council Would give the Ach~linistrator some discretion to re-allocate resources from
countries tmable to make full use of their allocations to those which had exhausted
smaller allocations.

44. Ilis delegation welcomed the initiative taken by the A@~inistrator to send a,
mission to the SouthPacific. It ~Jas to be hoped that the meeting’ convened to
discuss the mission’s report would leas to ne~J initiatives and further development~
especially in areas which had so far been m~der-e~oloited by the co~mnunities of
the reg’ion~ rather than by interests out~ide the region. He hopdd, in particular~
that an allocation for £isheries~ in both the g’lobal and regional pro~s~’i~es~ ~ould
be substantially increased in the new cycle.

45. With regard to counterpart contributions by recipient Govemz~ents~ the
provision of comuterpart staff could pose a ve~r real -p roolem for com~tries which

ze~zuent reT~resentative could perhaps bewere short of traine~! personnel. The -~ ~’~
authorized to use his discretion in the matter~ depending on the project and the
circm~Is tance s.

46. fir. AL-SHA/OtR (Observer for Bahrain) said that his delegation would like 
associate itself with other delegations in supporting the proposal made by the
representative o£ the ~ale .... ne Liberation Organization that a separate item
entitled "Assistance to the 2alestinian people" should be included in the Council’s
agenda at its next session.

47. The Achllinistrator’s introductory statement had reflected the desire of U~$DP
officials to bring the activities of the Progra!~m~e into line with the expectations
o£ recipient com~tries. His approach to development problems would tmdoubtedly
contribute tO $he estdhlis~m{ent of the New International Economic Order.

48. With re~ard to the proposed IPFs for the third programming cycle~ Bahrain~
like all developing comutries~ was trying to make the best possible use of the
assistance an¢]. services rendered ~oy~ D~UDP. The Progra~mne’s activities in Bahrain
had begm~ in 1972 wi%h assistance in the form of t~,~o large-scale projects and a
series of small projects. The first comutry progra~;m~e had involved expenditure
o£ ~]2.5 million over the five-year period. Because of a greater demand by some
ministries for ~T " ~’~ ~~BP-a~o:z,..,t~c~ ac%ivities~ the Government of Bahrain had increased
its cost-sharing arrangements with U~,[DP by 70 per cent in 1976. The second

com~t~ prog~arm~e~ covering’ the period 1977-!981~ had been approved by the
Governing’ Council in January 1979 and had involved a total prograrm~ed e~cpendi~ure

Of
,t’~o,~ million~ consisting of an ~F allocation of ’~’2,~ ,5 million and a Government

~"~.5 million. However~ o~ing to escalating costscost-sharing contribution of ....
and world-~,~ide inflation~ early in 1979 progra~me commih~emPs had exceeded the
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resources available by ~350,000. Therefore~ at the halx-w~y point of the current
cycle~ ~F resources for the second progralmue were ~ully exhausted and expected
borrowing from the next cycle was estimated at ()500~000~ with no prospect o£ any
new projects or extensions for the following !8 months $o %,0 years.

49. That situation was due partly to the small size of the IPF in relation to the
level of Goverm:~en% economic activities and to the high absorp%ive capacity of the
economy~ and partly to the desire of certain ministries to ent-,~ust some of their
projects to the Di~ited Na%ions~ even though most of the costs were covered by their
own budgets. Desnite the exhaustion of the country’s -tPi=’~ goverm~lent institutions
were continuing to request UIfDP assistance. Several worthwhile projects had been
evaluated by the United 17ations and were considered impor%ant %o the countr~g’s
economic and social pro~ess~ but had not been implemented because}of %he/ lack of
financial resources.

~0. His delegation considered that there was merit in using per capita Gi]i ~ as a
main criterion in calculating !PFs but that weig’ht should also be given toa
declining’ Gl~. The Gl~ figures for Bahrain might give the impression of economic
prosperity lout nevertheless hid many anomalies. The data base was neither
accurate nor complete~ purchasing power was li~uited by the very hig’h cost of
living~ mos9 government income was routed towards the infrastructure so that little
was left for pre-investment studies or training of national htmmn resources.

51. Bahrain was dependent on the exz0or% of a single com.~odi~ oil, production of
which was declining’ at an annual rate of almost 4 per cent. Proven oil reserves
would be depleted within I~ years. The future loss of oil revenue heightene d the
need to develop alternative sources of income through diversification of the
e c on gray

52. The calculation of Bahrain’s IPF had been based on old data covering’ only
Bahrainis~ whose birth-rate was, however~ one of the highest in the world. The
foreign popula%ion~ which accomqted for over ~0 per cent of the total~ had not
been considered in detelm~inin~ the IPF. The presence of so large a foreign
population had adverse economic effects~ particularly where the social ¯services
and public facilities were concerned~ it had created pressures on housinc~ food
prices and health services and had contributed to the high cost of living.
Horeover~ as a small island country~ Bahrain was geographically disadvantaged.
For example~ transportation and insurance costs for imports were high. Almost all
fresh and canned food was i~:~ported~ mostly by aim’. His delegation accordingly
wished to draw attention to General Assembly resolution ]4/205~ and particularly
9o its paragraph 7~ in which D}YDi ~ had been requested 9o consider increasing’ its
assistance to developing island countries.

5D. Assistance through iPF financinc~ had consistently proved inadequate. The
spiralling cost of living had led $o an increase in cost per expert~ the mmlber
of e~s~erts ha(] remained constant bu$ the fast depletion of the ~F had forced the
Govex~ent to resort $o cost-sharing. The current percentage of ~F in the Bahrain
progmanm~e was 30 per cent~ one of the lowest figures in the world. Since
forthcoming’ projects for 1900 and 1901 Would be wholly financed by cost-sharing~
the relevav~ce of ~P funds $o b~FDP progrsmm~es in Bahrain would be negligible.
Furthermore, as the current I~F had already been exhausted~ even on-going projects
could only be extended on a cost-sharing basis of i00 per cent. The 1982-1966
cycle would certainly be even more difficult.



54- His delegation considered that the proposed ~F for bahrain for %he third
programming cycle was mnsu~ziczent for the development projects currently in
progress. Any reduction woul~l seriously affect Bahrain’s ~oan _~ pro~_amme
anc~ have an adverse effect on %he country’ s social and economic development.
He was confident %hat the Governing- Council would give appropriate Consideration
to the matter.

55. I{is delegation_ . shared the vieu~s e~p_eooed~" -r ~ by the representative of Ecuador
that UNDP financial resources should be allocated fairly among developing
countries and that no country should receive national ~F for the third cycle
that was less than its IPF for the second cycle.

¯ _ _ 1 ~n \ "56 },Ir~ KHAP~A (Observer rO’~-~eo~non/ expressed his Gover_mnent’s gratitude
to Uh~P, and the international development organizations and contributing
Coverr~ments~ for their continuing generous assistance to Lebanon.

57. In preparing the third programming cycle, it was Lmportant to bear in
mind the spe0±ai requ±rements for assistance in the reconstruction and
development of Lebanon set forth in General Assembly resolutions 33/146
and 34/$35, and the serious deterioration in the Lebanese economy descri~0ed
in the SecretaryLG~neral ’ s report to the last session of the Economic and
Social Council (A/35/99). In the circumstances described in that report, the
country ~ s per capita G~? had declined sharply and its economic growth rate
was actually negative. The task of reconstmaetion was therefore daunting,
but the fact that {he Lebanese economy functioned at all in the present adverse
conditions was a tribute to its potential and its capacity to gro~ with the
assistance of D-I~P and the international con~nunity~ once present difficulties
had been overcome. The Lebanese Council for Reconstruction and Development
had prepared a major programme for the rebuilding of houses and the
reconstruction of the Beim~.t port and international airport and the
Beirut-Tripoli highway~ the Council had als0 made plans for improvements in
such areas as health and education services, vocational training and rural
de ve I opment.

58. Despite its plight, Lebanon had stood by its interns.tional commitments
and had heeded the Administrator’s appeal for a 14 per cent annual increase
in voluntary contributions; its last pledge had been for $365~000. It
had also increased its voluntary contributions %0 other agencies and
organizations, such as the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner
for Refugees (D-~7{CR) and the United Nations Children’ s Fund (UWICEF) ;

59. He i~oped that Lebanon r s IPF for the third programming cycle would be
substantially increased and that uncom~aitted funds from the second cycle would

be carried over.

60. [~r. EL EBRA_ASHI (E@~t) said that he had been pleased to learn from the
Administrator’ s statement at the 675%h meeting %hat the Interim Fund for
Science and Technology had become operational on 19 I[ay 1980 and that
250 project proposals had been submitted. He asked the Administrator for
information about the proposals submitted by Governments, agencies and other
organizations, and about the procedure for the submission of projects.



61. \!ith regard to preparations for the third programming cycle, his delegation
maintained the view i~ had e~ressed at %he Special Meeting of the Governing Council
in February 1980 concerning the importance of achieving a 14 per cent growth rate
for voluntary contributions. The Administrator had evoked the possibility of a
falling off in voluntary supper% at a time when technical co-operation and
inv@stinent backup were in particularly heavy demand. Achievement o£ the 14. per cent
growth rate would be decisive as far as the scope and effectiveness of UIYDP
technical assistance were concerned and he therefore Called on all States~ and
especially the major conti~ibutors~ to achieve that target.

62. It ~,ras universally recog1~ized that the bulk of IPF resources should be
allocated -to countries most in need of U~DP assistance and having a per capita, GI~
of $500 or less. In making iPF allooations~ the Coverning Council should balance
the importance of honouring that principle against the importance of safeguarding
the universal and voluntary character of the Programme.

63. He agreed ~,rith the stater, leni:s by t’he representative of Greece and other
representatives concerning the concept of net contributors; the Council should
indeed encourage an increase in t!~e number of such contributors. At the same time
evel~ effort should be made $o safeguard the floor concept.

64. lie agreed ~fith the Administrator’s views~ as Set forth in his note on
preparations for the third cycle (DP/425)/ regarding the basic and supplementary
criteria for allocating IPF resources in the third cycle~ his delegation stood
by the compromise agreement reached by recipient countries at the last
Special },leering of the Governing Council lie was also in favour of the
Administrator’s efforts %o introduce a multi-year pledging system so that
programme resources could be more easily predicted.

65. lie noted with satisfaction from the Administrator’s report for !979 (DP/~60)
that field progran~ne expenditures had risen by more than 25 per cent ~n~ " that

Cfinancial nmnagement had improved. He c~mmenc~ed .the Administrator’s efforts to
find ways of improving the countx7 programraing process as a basis for ensuring
more effective implementation of UI,DP technical co-operation.

66. Eb~pt had al~,rays supported efforts to integrate ~Tomen into development and
he therefore ~lelcomed the Administrator’s report on rural ~.,~omen’s participation
in develol me t (DP/453).

67. He underlined, the importance of the decisions and programme of action adopted
at the African summit meeting in Lagos in April 1980 and asked %he Cou~%cil to
take those decisions into accotmt in its deliberations. He e~ressed appreciation
of the Administrator’s efforts to implement General Assembly resolution ]4/I]3
concerning economic assistance to the Palestine people~ to whom the United Nations
bore a special responsibility. He also fully supported UIYDP assistance to
African liberation movements recognized by OAU~ and urged that ~he l°rogramme
should increase its aid to the people of ~’[amibia and the _~friean peoples in
South Africa.

68. Hr. IfAAICJI,~GA (South !lest Africa People’s Organization) said that the fascist
rdgime was continuing its illegal occupation of Namibia and the exploitation o£
that country’s mineral resources~ thus threatenin~ the peace and security not only
of African States but of the entire ~rorld. Members and supporters of SJAPO ~rere



being detained indefinitely ~rithout trial while in the northei~n area crops were
being destroyed and properties looted. The rdgime was systematically violating
the territorial integrity of the i?eople’s Republic of Angola and the
Republic of Zambia.

69. Despite such aggression~ ~IAPO and the front-line States of southern Africa~
including Zimbabwe~ with the assistance of Nigeria~ OAU and the United Nations~
had been trying to implement the various United Nations resolutions for the
peaceful decolonization of Namibia~ as well as Security Council
resolution 435 (1978) of 29Sep~em’ ber 1978~ but their efforts ~fere being
frustrated by South African intransigence. The r@gime’s recent demand~ included
the withdrawal of M.IAPO forces from Namibia~ ~lithdrawal of United Nations
reco~ition from ~IAPO~ and the inclusion of Angola n renegades, whom the rdgime
was training and arming in Nainibia~ in t:he negotiations on the countryrs future.
M IAPO found thosedemands totally tmacceptable and had therefore concluded that
its only option was to contiidue the armed struggle. Certain quarters~
particularly in Western Imperlalzso cotmtries~ still tried to maintain that
racist South Africa ~muld eventually a~ee to the implementation of
Security Council resolution 435 (1978)~ such intrig~.es and manoeuvres were
aimed merely at delaying I,Iamibian independence.

70. He requested the Council to increase UITDi ~ assistance to Namibia~ especially
for training~ and to step up financial aid. UI[DP aid to Namibia had been most
effective~ by the end of 1979~ 67 students had gradv~ted from the United Nations
Institute for Namibia9 and a further IOO were expected to graduate in January 1981.
It was estimated that ~rhen Lramibia became independent it would need some¯

19500 foreign experts and technicians and it was therefore important to train
sufficient personnel to run the government at that time.

71. Dr. KILGOUR (World Health Organization) said that during the past year UNDP
had played an important part in fostering ne~,~ health programmes in coi~exion with
the s$rategy of Health for All by the Year 2000. !n addition to U~P support
of specific projects~ the Deputy A~hninistrator had served as Chairman of the
inter-agency steering committee for the Intei~ational Drinking Uater and
Sanitat ion De cade.

72. Nevertheless it must be acknowledged that a gradually dwindling proportion
of UNDP resources ~,~as being devoted to health. That was a crucial m~tter
because a healthy world was a productive and peaceful ~orld~ as the United ilations
General Assembly had recognized in tmanimously adopting resolution ~/5S. By
adopting ~hat resolution the international con~mm~ity had given credence to the
proposition that health for all by the year 2000 was an achievable goal~ to be
reached by four main approaches: a just distribution o£ health resottrces
through primary health care; the use of scientifically sound health technolog~j
which could be maintained by the people themselves at a cost the community
could afford~ cor, m~unity involvement in its o~m health and its socio-economic
future; and the unilateral reinforcement of action in health and other
socio-economic sectors to promote ho~,n development. Such reciprocal action
between health and other sectors was one of the keys to the achievement of the
new international economic order.



73. The General Assembly’s call for inter-sectoral collaboration in health care
was primarily directed to countries, but also to the organizations of .the
United Nations system; ~’g£O had brought the need for inter-organization
collaboration in health -to the attention of the A~inistrative Committee for
Co-ordination (AC’) and all interested o~ anizations had ex~ressed their readiness
to co-operate. The main emphasis would be on action at the country level and the
Administrator of UNDP., through the resident co-ordinators in countries, had been
promoting co--operation between the international organizations and. the countries
in the matter of health development. ~O would coniinue to assist countries in
preparing health strategies and in so doing would work closely with the
Adm’inLstrator and his staff under the guidance of the Governing Council~ and the
World Health Assembly.

74. Ms. URDA~TA (Observer for Venezuela) said that the fulure shape 
international co-operation for development would be determined by the results
achieved during the current session. Her delegation had serious reservations
regarding the draft decision submitied by the Administrator for the calculation
of !PFs~ as it did no~ take proper account of the proposals of recipient countries.
It ac0ordingly supported the statement made by the representative of Ecuador on
behalf of the Latin American Group.

75. Her delegation shared the view of the Group of 77 on the question of the
methodology employed in calculating IPFs. Too much weight ~.~a.s~ however, given
to the basic criteria~ namely CNP and population~ while supplementa.ry criteria
should not be applied uniformly in every case. Each country had its own
development characteristics~ limitations and problems, and the application of
supplementary criteria, should therefore be a~,pted to invididual circumstances.
Her delegation shared the view of the Latin American Croup ~hat 80 per cent of
the resources available for national and multi-national programmes should be
allocated %o countries with a national per capita income below ~.:’~5OO. Ideally,
resources should, be devoted exclusively to such countries but the fact was that
many other countries, including the majority of members of the Group Of 77, also
needed international technical co-operation in order to overcome the difficulties
confronting them cr~d were~ in turn, ready to share their e~erience. Her delegation
also believed’~thao new formulas should be sought for aiding countries in critical
~e~elopment situations. In that corm~exion, stress should be laid on better
co-ordination of the assistance and financial resources which the least developed
countries received from many international development ’agencies and institutions.

76. Venezuela. firmly supported the principles established by the 1970 consensus,
which had given the Programme its universal and voluntary character. No ................
developing country should be penalized in UNDP because of special and tranSitory
conditions giving it a relative advantage over other countries. Such circumstances
could enable certain countries~ such as Venezuela~ by means of a great effort,
to become net contributors to U~P. Countries in that position were, however~
still developi_ng countries with ’all the problems inherent in that condition and
needed international technical Co-operation in order to achieve their own
development objective’s and to:dollaborate fully with the international -community.

77° Her delegabion considered it important that the Programmers resources should
be ..~ubsta.ntiall~. &ncreased in rea, l terms so. that it could give adequate support
to the internal efforts of countries to achieve full development. The proposed
m~n,mum annual increase of IZt per cent in voluntary contributi6ns during the
third progr~ing cycle would hardly be sufficient to maintain U~TDP’s current



level of activities. Venezuela had been a net contributor since 1977 and had
also voluntarily contributed to programme costs at the rate of 8 per cent of
its IPF. It had been elected to the Governing Council with effect from
1 January 1981 and her delegation wished to assure countries that their
confidence had not been misplaced.

78. Venezuela’s policy was to continue to increase its own co-operation
progra~nes in Latin America, in particular with the least developed countries of
the region and, within the limits of its resources, to respond to requests for
co-operation from countries outside the region, in accordance with the principles
of TCDC. Venezuela’s co-operation with the Caribbean, Central American and
South American countries merited special mention.

79. Her delegation appealed to developed countries and to those developing
countries in a position to do so, to increase their voluntary contributions to
UNDP. Her Government continued to be ~oTavely concerned at the growing tendency
of certain sectors in developed countries to press for the introduction of
discriminatory and selective criteria in international co-operation. Such an
approach was incompatible with the principles of solidarity, international social
justice and the new international economic order. It had been firmly repudiated
by the fourth Ministerial Meeting of the Group of 77 at Arusha. A more positive
attitude ¯¯ towards their responsibilities to the developing countries on the part
of such developed countries would improve the climate for future global
negotiations¯ on international economic co-operation.

80. Mr. MOHAMMED AL SHAMI (Yemen Arab Republic) said that his country had
benefited greatly from the assistance and expertise of UNDP in virtually all
its development endeavours. It was accordingly concerned to see UNDP assured
of more continuous and predictable resources. The recommendations contained in
paragraph 12 of document DP/451 represented a good basis for further action in
that connexion.

81. His delegation welcomed the consensus regarding the reallocation of a higher
percentage of UNDP resources to the low income countries and particularlY to the
least developed amongst them. Only through militant international solidarity
could such countries be helped to withstand the adverse effects of the carrent
international economic crisis.

82.’ His delegation, like others, had reservations regarding the use of
per capita GNP as the sole criterion for determining country allocations. A
multi-indicator evaluation system would help to eliminate possible distortions
resulting from the use of a single criterion. Account should be taken of all
aspects of a country’s economy, including its human and material infrastructure,
technical and technological level, available resources and capacities, as well
as the standard of living. The figures relating to his country in annex table 2
of document DP/496 differed substantially from the official data issued by his
Government. Per capita GNP had been given as ~;580 compared with his Government’s
official figure of @393. Population had been stated to be 5.1 million whereas
his Government’s figure for 1978-1979 was 7.1 millions; the latter figure was
consistent with the figures given in the United Nations Statistical Yearbookf 1~78
and the United Nations Demographic Yearbook~ 1~77, The consequences of such
discrepancies were very important for his country.



83. His delegation welcomed the report of the Administrator on assistance to national
liberation movements and on the implementation of the Covernin C Council’s decision
regarding assistance to the Palestinian people. It hoped that efforts would be
continued so that all approved projects would be implemented in the near future. His
delegation also supported the proposal of the Palestine Liberation Orgsnization that
assists~ce to the Palestinian people should be included as a separate item in the
Council’s agenda at its twenty-eighth session.

8j, I~r. kqTITiGl (Japan) said that the Special Committee on Preferences of UNC%!D, which
haA just completed its ninth session, had requested l~im~ in his capacity as its

c~ UNCT~D/UI~DP project entitledChairman, to seeh the prolongation beyond 190 of the
"?~ssistance to developing countries for fuller utilization of the generalized system of
preferences" (INT/77/OO2). The Administrator had referred to the project 
paragraph 14 of document DP/470. The delegations of the preference-giving as well as
of the preference-receiving countries had expressed their appreciation of the important
contribution the project had made towards assisting the developing countries to use
the generalized system of preferences as a means of securing better access for their
products to the marhets of the preference-giving countries. The Special Committee had
felt strongly that there was a continuing need to provide tecl~nical assistance to the
beneficiary countries because of the techni~alities and difficulties of the schemes of
the donor countries. Such problems had included lack of sufficient information on the
schemes, sometimes compounded by a very limited knowledge of the structure of foreign
Customs tariffs. There was a need for continued assistance inprovidi~g experters
with information on the administration of quotas, ceilings, maximum country anoints
and rules of origin. The Special Committee had also felt that a continuation of the
project would mean the maintenance of a focal point for preference-receiving countries
as well as for preference-giving countries which contributed bilateral resources~
through the project, to technical assistance activities relating to the generalized
system of preferences. Between i May 1977 and 31 December 1979, UI~[DP had provided
$547,O18 for the project s~d voluntary contributions had amounted to I~473,934,
representing 84 per cent of the total U~FDP interregional provision. The project had
also been a focal point for contributions from U~P regional IPFs and, during the
period under consideration, ~7~~o~,398 had been allocated to the project’s activities
in Africa, 2_sia and the Pacific. Owing to the important contribution the project was
reeking towards the improvement of trade in developing countries through the generalized
system of preferences, the Special Committee had tsi~en the unanimous view that the
project should be continued beyond 1980 in order to assist developing countries to
derive full benefit from the system.

The meeting rose at 5.50 P.~.




